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	When classifying fracturing fluids and their additives, it is important that production, operation, and completion engineers understand which chemical should be utilized in different well environments. A user's guide to the many chemicals and chemical additives used in hydraulic fracturing operations, Hydraulic Fracturing Chemicals and Fluids Technology provides an easy-to-use manual to create fluid formulations that will meet project-specific needs while protecting the environment and the life of the well. Fink creates a concise and comprehensive reference that enables the engineer to logically select and use the appropriate chemicals on any hydraulic fracturing job. The first book devoted entirely to hydraulic fracturing chemicals, Fink eliminates the guesswork so the engineer can select the best chemicals needed on the job while providing the best protection for the well, workers and environment.

	
		 
		

	
	
		Pinpoints the specific compounds used in any given fracturing operation
	
		Provides a systematic approach to classifying fracturing fluid technology to meet specific project needs
	
		Eliminates guesswork with easy-to-understand language on selection and components of hydraulic fracturing chemicals
	
		Addresses environmental aspects of chemicals to safeguard employees and protect the environment
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Art and Technology of Entertainment Computing and CommunicationSpringer, 2010

	Art and Technology of Entertainment Computing and Communication takes a blue sky research perspective on the field of interactive media for entertainment computing. Adrian David Cheok argues that entertainment as an end-product is useful for interactive play, however it is also a powerful tool for learning and communication and it is also a...
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Functional And Object Oriented Analysis And Design: An Integrated MethodologyIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The main objective of this book is to teach students and practitioners to analyze and design information systems (IS) using the functional and object oriented methodology (FOOM),1 which combines the functional (process-oriented) approach with the object oriented (OO) approach.

The functional approach to IS development (sometimes also...
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The Unbreakable ChildKunati Inc., 2009

Grim yet ultimately inspiring, this harrowing biography catalogues years of institutional abuse that took place in the Saint Thomas–Saint Vincent Orphan Asylum, a Catholic orphanage in Anchorage, Kentucky. After many years of neglect by their drug-addicted mother, Kim and her three older sisters were...
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Medical Imaging InformaticsSpringer, 2009
Medical Imaging Informatics provides an overview of this growing discipline, which stems from an intersection of biomedical informatics, medical imaging, computer science and medicine. Supporting two complementary views, this volume explores the fundamental technologies and algorithms that comprise this field, as well as the application...
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Advances in Computational Intelligence: Theory And ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
Computational Intelligence (CI) is a recently emerging area in fundamental and applied research, exploiting a number of advanced information processing technologies that mainly embody neural networks, fuzzy logic and evolutionary computation. With a major concern to exploiting the tolerance for imperfection, uncertainty, and partial truth to...
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Bluetooth For JavaApress, 2003
Bluetooth is a technology for wireless communication. It is similar in functionality to the way laptops connect to the
Internet from home/office, but is typically used for short burst communications instead of a continuous connection.
Because of this difference, Bluetooth is more typically found supported in wireless phones and personal...
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